
of the roof bene~th the rid~e. At Willow Mill this is on the
third floor. 'j'hepowf'r foy' Lido Cllflle from a water wheel llnd
latnr after 1<)00, n water turbine (which thoul~h in situ ceased
to work in 1960). No remains exint ·of the machinery fronl the
wheel to the line shaft.

The complete water system still exists but the pond was
drained after 1960. The Millr&.ce now finds its way across the
dry road and under the still to 'reappear in the yard.

Other features are the. f6I'mer warehouse (later a Con

gregational Chapel), the Counting House cum office and School
which was at the entrance to the yard and the remains of the
Apprentice House (now a garage) across the road. The former
Silk Factor or Manager's house still stands as Greenfield
House.

Today the Willow Mill stands derelict and is up for sale.
In order that adequate records of it should exist in case of
demolition a small ~roup from the Uniyersity Transport and
Industrial Archaeology Society organised by Mr. I. Trippier
measured and photographed it early in 1974. These records
will augment the videotape of the Hill produced by Mr. Neil
Birkett in 1972-3 with ~he help of the late Mr. Geoffrey
Wildman and showing the latter at work.

The writers would like to acknowledge the help of Miss
K. Wildman, Mr. T. Hartley and the active members of the
~r.I.A.S.

•,•
Hef. D.M. Clark. Economic and Social Geography of Rural

Lonsdale 1810-61. M.A. Diss. Livernool.

XIII. INDUSTRIAL ARCHA£OLOGY by J.W.A. PRICE

Industrial Archaeolopy is a term many neople have come
across but few know much about. A young subject, its name
was coined as recently as 1955 by Mr. Donald Dudley. There
are many definitions but the most comprehensive is that from
a Liverpool Extra-mural course in 1962. This said Industrial
Archaeology is "the study of the early days of industrialisa
tion in terms of its machinery, buildings and the housing of
its workers". If to this we add "and of its transport" we have

a fairly good idea of what the subject covers. Its material
is the often neglected remains of our industrial past. This
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includeA old mills and factories, the disUB"d canal and closed
railway line, the condemned rows of 19th century terraced
houses and motive power from the water wheel to the steam engine.

How far back to go is a question of debate. Many would
study only the remains of the Ind.atrial Revolution. Raistrick
is representative of another school of thou~ht and feels that
this period is too confined and has too restricted a time scale.

He would extend the subject back in time to cover the remains
of technology into at least Roman times. Thus the Quernmore
'rile Kilns excavation is very definitely Industrial Archaeology.
Support for Raistrick's view comes from O.G.S. Crawford's
statement that "Archaeology is only the past tense o~ Anthropo
logy." After all the study of a culture in the past must
include its technology.

However it is worthy of note that in Industrial Archaeology
emphasis is upon the recording of visible remains called by the
geographer 'cultural features or fossil forms' rather than upon
the excavation of sites.

On the relationship of Archaeology and Industrial Archaeo
lo~y Green has this to say. "This new subject is concerned
with recording and studyin~ early industrial remains ••••not

hitherto the subject of field study. The methods of field 1
study and recording, and even excavation in appropriate sites
make the subject properly a branch of Archaeology."

It would be wrong to claim Industrial Archaeology as the
preserve of the archaeologist alone. Many of the findings
are of most value to historians of technology and economic
historians. The subject is interdisciplinary and the skills
of the historian, architect, engineer and geographer can be
utilised. At the same time the laym~n without specialist
knowledge can play a role in this work.

Much has already been done in the way of recording sites
in our area. The books by Marshall and Davies-Shiel; and by
Ashmore contain the results of much detailed research and

fieldwork. As well as chapters on specific industries they
have comprehensive gazeteers of individual sites and settle
ments. However in many cases the gazeteers give only a small
amount of detail and much remains to be done. In addition there
are still local sites which have not been recorded.

Today there is a great need for all those interested
including members of the Society to record all we can. Many
buildin~s are falling into disrepair, being destroyed or being

1. The small scale work on the Lancaster Pottery by the writer.
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renovated to serve new functions. As well as photographs
there is need for scale drawjn~s and the tracing of records
relatin~ to these sites.

With the setting up of the Centre for North West Regional
Studies at the University of Lancaster (of which both the
Director, Dr. J. Marshall,and the Administrative Officer, Mrs.
M. McClintock are members of the Society) a start has been

made to record as much a~ possible. Lancaster has been partly
recorded by Mr. D. James and a card index, larg~ly of early
newspaper references of the Lune Valley has been lodged at the
Centre by Mr.·D. Clark formerly of the College of Further
Education. To augment these written accounts photographs and
detailed plans are needed.

Some work is taking place. A group of Society members,
notably Mrs. H. Medd, and Messrs. S. Rarland, C. Trenholme:
and J. Price are measuring up a Corn Mill. A group~from the
University Transport and Industrial Archaeological Society
or~anised by Mr. I. Trippier has measured up Willow Mill at
Caton.

Anyone who would either like to share in this work or
has knowledge of any sites in danger or in need of recording
on C.B.A. cards should get in touch with one of us.

Finally it is our intention via Contrebis to produce a
number of reports and articles of interest to the Industrial
Archaeologist in our area. The first of these will be upon
the Willow Mill.

Reading List
These are a number of books which provide a sound intro

duction to the subject and which will allow those interested
in pursuinp; the subject further to grasp the scone and nature
of Industrial Archaeology, as well as many of its techniques.

Industrial Archaeology. K. Hudson. Pub. Baker 1963.
This is the pioneer introduction to the subject. It is
very readable if a little out of date in parts.

Industrial Archaeology. A. Raistrick. Paladin Paperback.
A well written introduction'by'one of the leading experts.
Like Hudson and Buchanan it has chapters on the Industrial

Archaeology of the various industries, e.g. Textiles.

Industrial Archaeology in Britain. R.A. Buchanan. Penguin.
An up to date study of the scope and aims of Industrial
Archaeology by the Director of the Centre for the Study
of the History of Technology at the University of Bath.

A larger "coffee table" type book on a more limited topic
ia:

The Archaeology of the Industrial Revolution. B. Bracegirdle.
Written by a series of experts the chapters are illustrated
by superb photographs.

,
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For a workin~ knowled~eof sources and techniques there is:

'rechniques of Industr.il11Archaeolof~Y. ,T • P.M. PanneD ed.
by .J.K. Ma.ior, 1974. l'ubliRhf"ld by David and Charlen it
comes from the I,,'lrne ntnld p nlO the den nitive workn on our
area.

Industrial Archaeolo~y of Lancashire. Owen Ashmore 1969.

Industrial Archaeology of the Lake Counties. J.D. Marshall
ann M. D~vies-Shiel 1969.

XIV. OBSERVATIONS IN THE SEDBERGH AREA OF CUMBRIA by D.C.A. SHOTTER

A number of features have been brought to my attention by
Mr. Colin Weir, a history master at Sedbergh School and some
of the boys at the School.

1. Branching from the A683 (Sedbergh-Kirkby Stephen) road
at SD 694956 is a minor road leading to Bluecaster. After about

a mile this gives way to a footpath running as a terraced way
along the fe"llside in a North-Easterly direction. This terrace
is 23 feet wide and was evidently a coaching route. At points
on the eastern side of the nath, there are clear indications
of a lateral ditch; the path still has a surface of small stones.
At SO 714978 the River Rawthey is crossed and the line is taken
up either by the A683 or by a minor road which runs nearly para
llel to the A683 on its eastern side: this minor road passes
points such as 3treetside, Cold Keld, Street Farm: and from
there the route continues for Kirkby Stepnen heading for Brough
where there was a Roman fort.

This path was subsequently sectioned by the writer
to~ether with Mr. Weir and some boys from Sedbergh School at
SD 703965. This section was 34 feet long in order to include
the visible ditch (on the eastern side). This showed that

the slope of the fellside had been built UP with a layer of
sand as much as 16 inches deep on the western side, and that
this had been "crowned" by a layer of grey clay in which were
some large cobbles. The surface of smaller stones was set
into this clay layer which had an almost uniform depth of 7
inches. On the western side, the clay stopced abruptly on the
edge of the terrace and the resumption of the natural slope
of the fellside nroduced an effective ditch; on the eastern
side, the road's edge was marked by a heavy concentration of
large stones and cobbles which may have served as a kerb
beyond which was a shallow ditch, some 3 feet wide in all.

\

Whilst there is nothin~ to prove this road as Roman in
origin, a number of points may be made:-

i) Its dimensions and method ~f construction are quite


